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1. Base (relocation) and limit … provide a full virtual address space (maybe)
2. Base and limit regs provide protection. true but maybe
3. segmentation provides a base and a limit for each segment. true
4. segmentation suffers from external fragmentation. true
5. segmentation allows libraries to share their code. true
6. " provides linear addressing. true (adds base and checks limit)
7. segment tables are setup for each process in the CPU (tru)

cuz with pagetables, you always work with 4KB blocks. if you don't use that much, you have 
internal fragmentation.

8. segmenting prevents internal fragmentation. (true)

9. Paging prevents internal fragmentation (false)

cuz two processes may have different views on the same physical page( read/writ)
10. Protection information is stored at the physical frame (fals)

11. Pages can be shared betweeen processes (tru)
12. Same page may be writeable in process A and write protedted in proc B (tru)

two differen processes: true
the same process: true

13. same physical addr referenced through different address from

14. false

the many uses of address translation
access same library from multiple processes
Process isolation
interprocess communication

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/4856255/the-difference-between-fork-vfork-exec-and-clone

How does it work
page fault handler duplicates page when read from child process
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TODO: read about hard links in FS
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solution: Nnnyynnynnny

The purpose of a VFS is to allow client applications to access different types of 
concrete file systems in a uniform way. A VFS can, for example, be used to 
access local and network storage devices transparently without the client 
application noticing the difference. It can be used to bridge the differences 
in Windows, classic Mac OS/macOS and Unix filesystems, so that applications 
can access files on local file systems of those types without having to know 
what type of file system they are accessing.

Aus <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_file_system> 

A Deferred Procedure Call (DPC) is a Microsoft Windows operating system 
mechanism which allows high-priority tasks (e.g. an interrupt handler) to defer 
required but lower-priority tasks for later execution.

Aus <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deferred_Procedure_Call> 
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FLIH = First level interrupt handler

 interrupt handlers are divided into two parts: the First-Level Interrupt 
Handler (FLIH) and the Second-Level Interrupt Handlers (SLIH). FLIHs are also 
known as hard interrupt handlers or fast interrupt handlers, and SLIHs are also 
known as slow/soft interrupt handlers, or Deferred Procedure Calls in Windows.
A FLIH implements at minimum platform-specific interrupt handling similar 
to interrupt routines. In response to an interrupt, there is a context switch, and 
the code for the interrupt is loaded and executed. The job of a FLIH is to quickly 
service the interrupt, or to record platform-specific critical information which is 
only available at the time of the interrupt, and schedule the execution of a SLIH 
for further long-lived interrupt handling.[

Aus <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interrupt_handler> 
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they don't fail in ring 1, they just behave differently

The whole point of paravirtualisation is to change the guest OS

Nested page table need to lookup both the PhysicalToMachine and the other one

writeable and shadow are very similar.

safer… they should all be safe

//writeable page tables need paravirtualization
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